Look at the words of the song
and challenge yourself to answer
the questions.

The Sun’ll Come
Out Tomorrow

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bl
JXW_DplYQ

The sun'll come out, tomorrow
Bet your bottom dollar
That tomorrow
There'll be sun!

Just thinkin' about, tomorrow
Clears away the cobwebs
And the sorrow
'Til there's none!

Just thinkin' about, tomorrow
Clears away the cobwebs
And the sorrow
'Til there's none!

When I'm stuck with a day
That's grey and lonely
I just stick out my chin
And grin and say

When I'm stuck with a day
That's grey and lonely
I just stick out my chin
And grin and say

The sun'll come out, tomorrow
So ya gotta hang on ‘til tomorrow
Come what may

The sun'll come out, tomorrow
Bet your bottom dollar
That tomorrow
There'll be sun!

Tomorrow, tomorrow!
I love ya tomorrow!
You're always a day away!
When I'm stuck with a day
That's grey and lonely
I just stick out my chin and grin
And…

Comprehension Challenge
Is the song really about what the weather will be like tomorrow
or does it mean something else?
How would you describe what the song is telling us about the
person who is singing it?
Is the song a sad or a happy song? Can you explain why?
The words in the song repeat a lot, can you explain why this might
be (think of the overall message of the song)?

Thinking
If you are feeling down, does it make you feel better to believe
that tomorrow will definitely be a good day? If your friend was
feeling down, would it always a good idea to tell them that things
will be better tomorrow or could it be a bit annoying?

‘The Sun’ll Come Out Tomorrow’ is a hopeful song and
one of the core Christian values is Hope. In fact, some
of our schools have hope as one of their school values.
Why do you think Christians believe in hope?
Think of some of the stories about Jesus that you know
– what sort of world was he hoping for?

You might like to look at this new version
of the song that a singer has recorded for
our present times. The video contains
images of things that are happening now
but also hope for the future:
https://youtu.be/awhd1eddEuE

